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QUESTION 1

Nicki is working on a website for a company that sells handmade beauty products online. One of the goals 

for this site is to attract and retain site visitors. 

What is one tactic she could use to help achieve this goal? 

A. Create a complex and unique navigation system to really impress new visitors to the site. 

B. Make sure users can only view products on the site after they have filled out a registration form to create an account. 

C. Create a blog section that can be updated weekly with tutorials on innovative ways to use the website\\'s beauty
products. 

D. Show visitors a wealth of similar product options on affiliate sites by displaying large, animated ads in the header and
sidebar. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following represents an SEO strategy of using short phrases of three to five key words? 

A. Word cloud 

B. Word salad 

C. Long-tail keyword 

D. Boolean operator keywords 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working on a medium sized website for a company that organizes art fairs. On their website, they have three
types of pages. One type of page is for recruiting investors in the company. Another type of page is for selling both
spaces to artists via ecommerce. And the third type of page is promoting the art fairs to the general public. The
company has received feelback that the site is confusing, disorganized, and difficult to navigate through. How can this
be corrected? 

A. Create separate CCS3 files to organize the information on each type of page. 

B. Create and apply a set of custom page templates, one for each type of page on the site. 

C. Create a site map that links to all of the assets within the site. 

D. Redesign the main page template, and apply it to all forms, blog pages, and ecommerce pages. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You are building an elementary school website which will include main sections for students, parents, and 

staff. Within each section, there will be five to ten subsections (pages). 

Which type of navigational element will best help users find what they are looking for? 

A. Breadcrumb trails 

B. Hamburger menus 

C. Drop-Down menus 

D. Navigation Bars 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following types of applications should you use to publish a Web page you have manually coded in a text
editor? 

A. A dedicated FTP client. 

B. A GUI builder. 

C. The FTP client built into a Web IDE. 

D. A solution similar to WAMP. 

Correct Answer: C 
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